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Data mining applications in financial sectors are very common since investors can 

apply the resultant rules to make profits. Profit mining algorithms in particular, such as 

PRMiner, can generate profit rules that meet the expectations of investors regarding profit, 

risk, and win rate. However, most of such algorithms are not efficient due to the long pro-

cessing time involving going through the whole search space in complex dynamical sys-

tems of financial markets. Hence, we propose a new approach in this paper to solve the 

problem by using closed itemsets to obtain profit rules without processing the entire trad-

ing rules. Based on the inter-day modeling, we analyze inter-transactions and conduct 

trading simulations to predict trading results for efficient profit rule generation. We de-

velop two algorithms of JCMiner and ATMiner to process closed itemsets, which have 

better performance than the approach of PRMiner, especially for the large number of 

itemsets and large datasets. According to the experimental results, our algorithms outper-

form PRMiner in various experimental scenarios, i.e., mining parameters, the number of 

items in a transaction, and the number of transactions in a dataset. 

 

Keywords: financial data mining, association rule, closed itemset, inter-transaction min-

ing, profit mining. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Data Mining has been an important research topic in recent few years. Data Mining 

discovers knowledge and useful information from databases for decision makers in various 

domains, such as finance [14]. Knowledge can be presented in different styles for satisfy-

ing users’ expectations. For example, the terms of business analytics and business intelli-

gence are used in the business world. Financial markets involve complex dynamical sys-

tems where data mining can deliver computer intelligence in modeling, predicting, and 

analyzing such systems. Based on IBM’s survey in [23], 71 percent of the banking and 

financial markets firms agreed that the use of information and analytics is creating a com-

petitive edge for their organizations, in comparison with 63 percent of cross-industry re-

spondents. Association Rule (AR) is one of the outstanding topics in data mining field. 

AR mines patterns and rules from transactional databases by measuring their support and 

confidence values. Association rules can be used to build models and make forecasts in 

many applications as well as market basket analysis [4], medical diagnosis [9], CRM of 
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credit card business [5], among other fields. However, AR does not provide enough in-

formation for investors to make profits because the support and confidence in AR cannot 

reveal the information of profits and associated risks. For example, the high confidence 

rules do not result in high profit and low risk. Assume a rule with 80% confidence to win. 

It means that out of 10 trades, one wins 8 times and loses 2 times in general. If a winning 

trade wins one dollar and a losing trade loses five dollars, the result of ten trades is a loss 

of two dollars since 8 × 1 dollars + 2 × (-5) dollars = (-2) dollars. For this reason, Profit 

Mining [12] was proposed to solve this kind of problem. 

Previous research has used inter-transaction mining [10,15,18] and episode mining 

[16] to make market predictions for the investors. Utility mining from transactional data-

bases to discover itemsets with high utility like profits was proposed [6,21,22]. However, 

the high confidence of rules is not the same as that of high profits, low risks and high win-

ning rates. The profit mining approach finds profit rules from transactional databases. A 

profit rule is a trading rule that satisfies an investor's expectations after applying the rule in 

trading. The trading results from profit mining meet the investor's expectations with high 

profit, low risk and high winning rate. In [12] these results are obtained by using profit 

rules to conduct trading simulations in the transactional database with the inter-day model. 

Using the trading results, the investors can make better decisions based on the specified 

profit, risk and win rate parameters. However, facing the huge amounts of data, we need 

to develop more effective and efficient approaches to provide timely solutions.  

In this study we propose novel algorithms for solving the above problems. The trad-

ing rules used in these algorithms are different from traditional association rule. A pattern 

X with length  2 in traditional association rule can be divided into X1 and X2 and X1 im-

plies X2 with the confidence of c%, where X=X1X2 and X1X2=. However, when we 

deal with profit mining, the information of confidence may be absent. Hence, we are una-

ble to use the traditional association rule in the process of profit mining. This paper uses 

two patterns, BuyPattern (BP) and SellPattern (SP) to solve this problem and apply 

closed itemset mining to reduce the search space, where the BP or SP can be either 

non-closed pattern or closed pattern, respectively.  

In this paper, we develop two algorithms JCMiner and ATMiner. Using closed item-

set mining, the running performance of JCMiner surpasses that of PRMiner. We use a 

novel antecedent tree in ATMiner to reuse the trading results and a downward exclusion 

strategy to exclude downward trading rule without performing trading simulation again. 

With this speeding up strategy, the performance of ATMiner exceeds that of JCMiner. 

The rest of the work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. 

Section 3 introduces our mining approaches. Section 4 shows mining examples of our 

proposed algorithms. Section 5 discusses experimental results. Section 6 concludes the 

paper with our future work. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Association rule mining [1,2,20] was proposed for finding the rule of related patterns 

with high support and confidence from a transactional database. Chan et al. [7] used AR 

to mine the stock transactions that coincided with a positive trend. Due to the problem 

that an association rule cannot be applied across different transactions, the in-
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ter-transaction mining (ITM) [8] was proposed. Lu et al. [18] showed the in-

ter-transaction association rule with a form of forecasting whether the price would go up 

or down. There is traditional association rule such as ‘‘If the stock prices of A and B go 

up, the price of C is likely to go up on the same day,” expresses the association among 

items within the same transaction (or called intra-transaction). On the other hand, an in-

ter-transaction association rule [15] becomes ‘‘If the stock prices of A and B go up, the 

price of C is likely to go up two days later.” In [10], ITM was used to mine stock data 

and to study the causal relationship in the stock market where the three important criteria 

of profit, risk and win rate were not considered. 

Lin et al. [16] showed the episode mining for stock investment with better perfor-

mance than buy-and-hold strategy. Zhang and Zhou [24] revealed the importance of do-

main model as “the fact that data mining in finance is involved with applications, data, and 

domain models leads to a conceptual framework consisting of three-dimensions.” Boet-

ticher performed several case study analyses [3] on student projects where Neural Net-

work, Genetic Program, and Instance Based Learners were used to generate their financial 

data mining models. The 42 out of 48 teams (87.5%) produced financially successful 

training models, and only about 3 models (6.25%) generated financially challenged models. 

For the test cases, only 37.5 were financially successful, but the average profit was 

$3,597,630. They considered transitioning from paper trading to actual trading. This rais-

es a whole new set of issues regarding an investor’s character and emotional strength. 

Therefore, risk management is very important in financial markets [19]. 

In real world applications, many investment experts use Trade Station [28] to build a 

program model that can perform trading simulations. After the simulation, Trade Station 

generates reports to present the profit, risk and other trading results of the program model. 

However, to find a holy grail in the financial market, the researchers continue looking for 

effective and efficient approaches. PRMiner [12,13] was one of the best solutions for ef-

fective profit rule mining. However, there is still space for improvement since PRMiner 

works on the whole search space of possible candidates. For example, PRMiner sequen-

tially generates all BuyPatterns and SellPatterns to form the trading rules, in which each 

trading rule is used in the trading simulation to obtain trading results. Instead, in order to 

avoid checking the whole search space and reduce the process time, the closed itemsets 

can be used. 

Closed itemsets are lossless in determining the set of all frequent itemsets and their 

exact frequency [25]. ICMiner [17] was such an inter-transaction closed pattern mining 

algorithm. The database is scanned once to find the frequent one-itemsets. An item-

set–dataset tree is then built to mine closed inter-transaction itemsets. In addition, IC-

Miner can apply effective pruning strategies to avoid costly candidate generation and 

support counting. However, ICMiner does not produce profit rules as PRMiner does. In 

this study, we use the approach of ICMiner to take advantage of closed itemsets and de-

velop efficient algorithms better than PRMiner in which the thresholds of profit, risk and 

win rate are considered. 

To mine profit rules, we use the inter-day trading model and transactional database 

(TDB) to generate trading results with trading rules based on the investor’s requirements. 

Investors can specify their minimum profit, maximum risk, and minimum win rate. Using 

the trading rules, we can simulate trading transactions in the inter-day model for the target 

TDB and produce trading results according to the parameters of expected profit, risk, and 
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win rate. The rules meeting users’ expectations are profit rules. For details of the inter-day 

trading model and related concepts, please refer to [13]. 

3. OUR APPROACHES TO MINING PROFIT RULES 

In this section, we propose two profit mining algorithms called Joined Closed Miner 

(JCMiner) and Antecedent Tree Miner (ATMiner). First, we introduce the basic terms and 

definitions used in the algorithms. 

 

3.1 Terms and Definitions 

In this paper, we investigate profit rule mining from transactional database (TDB). 

Investors can specify the maxSpan, fee and thresholds to mine profit rules. The maxSpan 

is used to describe how many transactions a pattern does the pattern across. The fee rep-

resents the trading fee and tax, which is used during trading simulations. The thresholds 

include minProift, maxRisk and minWinRate. After the trading simulation, a trading rule 

can produce trading results. The trading results include profit, risk and winrate. A trading 

rule is called a profit rule, if its trading results satisfy profit  minProfit, risk < maxRisk 

and winrate  maxWinRate. For a stock, if the mined profit rule is {BF, a(0), b(0)}, then 

the investor can buy the stock when the pattern a(0) occurs. BF stands for Buy First. 

When the pattern b(0) occurs, the investor can sell this stock. For more detailed defini-

tions refer to [12,13] 

Table 1 shows an example of Transactional Database (TDB). A TDB stores the 

transactions of trading in the inter-day trading model. Each transaction has three attributes 

TID, itemset and price. The attribute TID is a consecutive number used as the identifica-

tion of a transaction, the attribute itemset is a set of items involved in a transaction, and 

the attribute price is a float value for the closing price of the day where price  0. Note 

that an empty itemset in a transaction means that no event or signal occurs at that time. 

The definition of a pattern in JCMiner and ATMiner is similar to that of ITM [8] 

where a value w of maxSpan is used to denote the maximal number of transactions in the 

TDB containing the pattern. Here, we use a sliding window approach to define such a 

window of w transactions as a mega-transaction. We assume the maxSpan is two and six 

mega-transactions M1 to M6 are identified in Table 1. For example, the mega-transaction 

M1 contains two transactions with TID = 1 and TID = 2, M2 contains two transactions 

with TID = 3 and TID = 4, etc. 

A pattern is a set of items ej (or an itemset) in the form of {ej(0),…, ej(1-i),…, 

ej(1-w)}, where w is the maxSpan, j = 1..n, 1< i w and n is the number of items in a da-

taset. Note that we define any valid pattern must contain at least one item with interval 0 

(i.e., ej(0)) in this paper. Hence, each pattern must contain at least one ej(0) with 1 j  n. 

The last transaction in a mega-transaction is called a base transaction and the rest of 

transactions are extended transactions. For example, the mega-transaction M4, containing 

transactions with TID= 5 and TID = 6, has two patterns a(0) and a(0)c(-1) in Table 1. 

Here the second pattern of two-itemset a(0)c(-1) implies a(0) and c(-1) are in the same 

mega-transaction M4. The number of -1 in the parenthesis of c(-1) indicates that item c is 

in the first extended transaction of TID 5 above the base transaction of TID 6. Since the 

pattern a(0)c(-1) occurs at TID 6, the close price 520 of pattern a(0)c(-1) is set at the 
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base transaction of TID 6, not at TID 5. 

Table 1. An example of Transactional database (TDB) 

 
 

Definition 1. Let itemset X = x1(i1)x2(i2)…xj(ij) be a set of items, where j > 0 and 0  ij > 

1-maxSpan. t(X) is the set of TIDs with transactions containing X. A pattern contains one 

or more X itemsets.  

Definition 2. Let Shift(X, m) be a function to shift an itemset X into X' and X' = x1(i1-m) 

x2(i2-m)…xj(ij-m), where m  0.  

For example, an itemset a(0) has a TID set of t(a(0)) = {2, 6}. After performing the Shift 

function, Shift(a(0), 1) = a(-1) and the TID set of t(a(-1)) = {3, 7}. 

Definition 3. Let Join(X, Y) be a function to get a joined itemset Z from two itemsets X 

and Y such that Z = X  Y and t(Z) = t(X)  t(Y). 

The Shift and Join functions are used to generate candidate itemsets. Using b(0) as an 

example, we know t(b(0)) is {2, 4, 8} and t(c(0)) is {5, 9}. Applying the Shift function to 

b(0), we get Shift(b(0),1) = b(-1) and t(b(-1)) is {3, 5, 9}. After Join(c(0), b(-1)) we get 

t(c(0)b(-1)) = {5, 9} {3, 5, 9} = {5, 9}. 

Definition 4. An ITSet consists of an itemset and its set of TIDs called TIDSet. The form 

of ITSet is x1(i1)x2(i2)…xm(im){T1, T2,…,Tn} where Tn  TIDSet. 

Definition 5. An itemset X is closed if there does not exist an itemset Y such that (1) X  

Y, and (2) |t(X)| = |t(Y)|. A closed pattern can derive zero or more non-closed patterns. 

For example, c(0)b(-1) is a closed pattern while c(0) is a non-closed pattern. Here we 

adopt the same closed properties as described in [17]. 

 

3.2 JCMiner 

 

The JCMiner algorithm has two phases for mining profit rules from TDB: 

Phase 1. JCMiner invokes the closed pattern generator (CPG) similar to [17] and [25] for 

producing closed patterns. Fig. 1 shows the pseudo code of CPG. 

Phase 2. With the closed patterns from phase 1, JCMiner uses the RuleGenerator [13] to 

generate profit rules, which satisfy the thresholds of profit, risk and win rate [11]. 

Like PRMiner, before mining profit rules, JCMiner requires a user to specify min-

Profit, maxRisk and minWinRate as the acceptable thresholds of minimum profit, maxi-

mum risk, and minimum win rate, respectively. Other parameters, such as support and 

minSup will be decided by our algorithm, as we assume that investors do not know the 
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meaning of support. For the value of parameter 'support', if an investor sets minWinRate 

to be greater than 0, we will follow the setting of most works and set 'support' to be 

greater than 0. Otherwise, if an investor sets minWinRate as 0, the parameter 'support' will 

be set as 0. For the parameter 'minSup', we only set minSup = 1 or 0, where minSup = 1 

means that a pattern occurs in the transactional database at least one time (i.e., at least one 

profit rule is required for a positive minWinRate). minSup = 0 means that a pattern does 

not occur in the transactional database (i.e., no profit rule is required for a positive min-

WinRate).Although finding all closed itemsets with minSup = 0 can be a little inefficient. 

However, we think this cost is acceptable, as a closed pattern with support = 0 must be a 

maximal length pattern and a non-closed pattern with support = 0 can be treated as a 

maximal frequent pattern. Hence, we can easily divide these two patterns without much 

effort. Note that minSup is not set by investors because we do not assume they know the 

meaning of minSup. 

JCMiner scans the transactional database TDB once for getting the frequent 

one-itemsets whose support value is greater or equal to 1. The frequent one-itemsets are 

stored in the oneItemList to be processed in CPG. To simplify our description, we assume 

the transactions are readily available in the TDB and necessary database access is pre-

sumed where needed without any explicit statement in the algorithms and corresponding 

pseudo code. 

Fig. 1 shows the CPG algorithm using the Subsumption Check List (SCList) and the 

Pattern Growth Tree (PGTree) to mine all closed patterns from TDB. Using the closed 

patterns, as in [25], two data structures of Lattice and Closed Pattern Map (CPMap) are 

constructed to generate non-closed patterns with the same TIDSet. Fig. 2 displays the 

pseudo code of BuildLattice.  

Each node in the PGTree is an ITSet except the root is a null node. The SCList 

stores all of the closed patterns and uses a hash function to accelerate the subsumption 

check for the closed patterns match. A candidate pattern is a closed pattern if no pattern 

in the SCList can subsume the candidate pattern. More details of using the PGTree and 

SCList to speed up the identification process will be discussed in Section 4.1.  

Regarding the Lattice [25], it is used to record the relationship of superset or subset 

between closed patterns. By using such a lattice, we can derive non-closed patterns from  

closed patterns as shown in Fig. 3. The CPMap [25] is used to find from the Lattice what 

position is suitable for inserting the newly generated closed pattern. Each node in the Lat-

tice may have multiple parent nodes and multiple child nodes. Each of the closed patterns 

is assigned a unique closed-pattern ID (CID) value. A closed pattern CP is composed of 

CIDSet with the format {CID, itemi}, where itemi  CP. Before adding a closed pattern 

to the Lattice, the hash-based CPMap is used for getting the minimal superset (i.e., the 

superset with minimal length) of the closed pattern. Each of these minimal supersets be-

comes a child of closed pattern. Each parent node of minimal supersets is adjusted to 

point to a closed pattern, if its parent is a subset of a closed node. 
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1 ClosedPatternGenerator 

2 Parameter 

3   parent : node of PGTree 

4 Begin 

5 while ( parent.childCount() > 0 ) 

6   child = parent.getchild(0); 

7   if parent = PGTree.root_node 

8     for j = 0; j < maxSpan ; j++ 

9       if j =0 

10         for k = 1; k < parent.childcount(); k++ 

11           node = Join( child, parent.getChild(k)) 

12           if node.support > minSup 

13             closedproperties( parent, child, node) 

14           end if 

15         end for 

16       else 

17         foreach node in oneITSets 

18           node = Join( child, Shift(node, j)) 

19        if node.support >= minSup then 

20             closedproperties(parent, child, node) 

21           end if 

22         end for 

23       end if 

24     end for 

25   else 

26     for j = 1; j < parent.childCount(); j++ 

27       node = parent.getChild(j); 

28       node = Join( child, node ); 

29       closedproperties(parent, child, node) 

30     end for 

31   end if 

32   if (SCList.subsumed(child)==false) 

33     BuildLattice(parent, child) 

34     addCPMap(child) 

35     StoreClosedPattern(child)  

36   end if 

37   ClosedPatternGenerator(child) 

38   parent.remove(child) 

39 end for 

Fig. 1. The pseudo code of CPG 
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1 BuildLattice 

2 Parameter  

3   parent, closed : node of Lattice 

4 Begin 

5   supersets = getClosedSuperSets(closed) 

6   MinSuperSets = getMinSuperSets(supersets) 

7   foreach snode in MinSuperSets 

8     foreach pnode in the parent of snode 

9       if pnode is a subsetof closed then 

10         pnode.removeChild(snode) 

11       end if 

12     end for 

13     closed.addChild(snode)  

14   end for 

15   if parent = null then 

16     Lattice.root.addChild(closed) 

17   else 

18     parent.addChild(closed) 

19   end if 

20 End 

Fig. 2. The pseudo code of BuildLattice 

 

1 genNonClosedPattern 

2 parameter :  

3   X : a closed pattern 

4 Begin 

5 Sclosed = parent nodes in the Lattice of the closed pattern X. 

6 Scan  = decompose X into subsets. 

7 for each pattern p in Scan 

8   flag = false 

9   for each pattern c in Sclosed 

10     if p  c then 

11       remove p from Scan 

12       flag = true 

13       break 

14   if flag = false 

15     move p from Scan to Snon-closed  

16     decomposed p into subsets and add the subsets to Scan 

17 End 

Fig. 3. Use Lattice to derive non-closed patterns from closed patterns 

 

Profit rule generation: After all the closed patterns are mined, they are used to form 

trading rules. A trading rule has the format {TP, BP, SP} where TP is a trading priority; 

BP is a buy pattern and SP is a sell pattern. TP resolves the problem of a trading ambigui-
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ty between BF (Buy-First) and SF (Sell-First). If TP = “Both”, it stands for BF and SF. 

Applying these rules in the trading simulation, we can obtain the trading results to find 

profit rules if they satisfy the thresholds of minProfit, maxRisk and minWinRate. The Lat-

tice is used to derive non-closed patterns from the closed patterns in the profit rules. The 

BuyPattern and SellPattern in the profit rule are replaced by the non-closed pattern to 

form more profit rules. An example of using the JCMiner algorithm to mine profit rules is 

shown below: 

1. Use CPG to generate all closed patterns. For example, a(0)b(0) is one of the closed 

patterns. 

2. Use every closed pattern to form trading rules. For example, a(0)b(0) can be used to 

form Rule-1a = {BF, a(0)b(0), a(0)b(0)} and Rule-1b = {SF, a(0)b(0), a(0)b(0)}. 

3. Use trading rules to perform trading simulations and find profit rules. For example, we 

assume the trading result of applying Rule-1a satisfies (minProfit, maxRisk, min-

WinRate) and becomes a profit rule, while we assume Rule-1b is not a profit rule. 

4. Use the closed patterns of profit rules to derive non-closed patterns and form their 

trading rules which are also profit rules. 

For example, all of the non-closed patterns derived from the closed patterns of 

Rule-1a can be formed to generate the following profit rules: 

  Rule-2: {BF, a(0), a(0)b(0)}, 

  Rule-3: {BF, a(0)b(0), a(0)}, 

  Rule-4: {BF, a(0), a(0)}. 

 

3.3 ATMiner 

After examining the complexity and performance of the JCMiner algorithm, we 

found that there is still room for improvement. When evaluating the risk for a trading rule 

to meet the threshold of maxRisk, there is a property of “downward exclusion.” The 

downward exclusion property indicates that we need not to continue checking the children 

of a tree node if the risk value of this parent node is greater than the maxRisk threshold. 

Therefore, we design an antecedent tree (ATree) with the parent-child relation, and then 

develop the ATMiner algorithm to find profit rules more efficiently than JCMiner does. 
The ATMiner algorithm has two phases as well. In the first phase, ATMiner uses the 

same CPG of JCMiner to mine all closed patterns. The second phase of ATMiner uses 

ConstructATree and AddNodetoATree to construct an ATree as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 

5 respectively. By visiting all of the ATree nodes, qualified profit rules are generated from 

TraverseATree in Fig. 6. There are two recursive calls of RcursiveBP and RecursiveSP 

with one function call of ruleGeneratorResults to form buy patterns and sell patterns for 

trading rule generation as indicated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. The ruleGenerator-

Results is similar to the ruleGenerator of [13], but the former uses extra parameters to 

reuse trading results. 
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1 ConstructATree 

2 Parameter 

3   cps : a list of ANode // each pattern is a closed pattern 

4 begin   

5   ATree.root = new root of ATree 

6   For each itset in cps do 

7     if t(itset) is an empty set then 

8       ATree.root = itset 

9     else 

10       AddNodetoATree(Atree.root, itset) 

11     end if 

12   end for 

13 End 

Fig. 4. The pseudo code of ConstructATree 

  

1 AddNodetoATree 

2 Parameter 

3   parent, ANode : node of ATree 

4 Begin   

5   child = parent.getChild(hash(ANode))  //Use Anode’s hash value  
to check if there exists a child node with the same hash value 

6   if child = null then  

7     parent.addChild(ANode) 

8   else if IsANT(t(child), t(ANode)) 

9     remaining = ANode - child 

10     AddNodetoATree(child, remaining ) 

11   else if IsANT(t(ANode), t(child)) 

12     remaining = child - ANode 

13     AddNodetoATree(child, remaining ) 

14   else 

15     ant = child.Antecedent(ANode) 

16     parent.addChild(ant) // add ant as a child of parent node 

17     remaining = child - ant 

18     ant.addChild(remaining) 

19     remaining = ANode - ant 

20     ant.addChild(remaining) 

21   end if 

22 End 

Fig. 5. The pseudo code of AddNodetoATree 

 

Each node in the ATree is an ITSet. The TIDSet of a parent node in the ATree must 

be an antecedent of the TIDSet of its child node. Initially, the root node is an empty node. 

The nodes of closed patterns are added into the ATree in ascending order. For example, 

a(0){1, 2} is a parent node and b(0){1, 2, 3}is a child node. Since the TIDSet already 

contains {1, 2} in the parent node, the child node records the TIDSet of {3}. In the ATree, 
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a(0){1, 2) is the antecedent of b(0){3}. The child nodes in the ATree are stored by using a 

hash table where the smallest value found in the TIDSet is used as the hash value. In addi-

tion, the parent-child structure of the ATree presents the benefit of reusing trading results 

from a parent for its children. The more number of children a parent has the more savings 

one can get. To reduce the mining cost further, we can avoid processing those ATree 

nodes that have no chance to form profit rules. 

 

1 TraverseAtree 

2   root : root of ATree 

3 Begin 

4   RecursiveBP( null, root, root );     

5   if root's pattern is not empty then 

6     ruleset = ruleGeneratorResults ( root, root, null ) 

7     foreach rule r in ruleset 

8       if isProfitRule(r) then 

9         gen_and_store(r) // generate profit rules with non-closed  
pattern and store them in a container 

10       end if 

11     end for   

12   End if 

13 End 

Fig. 6. The pseudo code of TraverseATree 

 

1 RecursiveBP 

2 Parameter 

3   prefixBuy, parent : node of ATree 

4   root : root of ATree 

5 Begin   

6   child = parent.getFirstChild(); 

7   bp = Merge( child, prefixBuy ); 

8   RecursiveBP(bp, child, root); 

9   if bp's pattern is not empty then 

10     foreach child sp in the root 

11       ruleset = ruleGeneratorResults ( bp, sp, null ) 

12       Simulate(ruleset) 

13       if not (all of ruleset satisfy downward exclusion) then 

14         ruleset_downward = RecursiveSP( bp, sp, ruleset ) 

15        Simulate_till_end_of_TDB (ruleset, ruleset_downward) 
16         foreach rule r in the ruleset 

17     if isProfitRule(r) then 

18       gen_and_store(r) // generate profit rules with non-closed patterns and 
store them in a container 

19           end if 

20         end for 

21       end if  

22     end for 

23      
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24     ruleset = ruleGeneratorResults ( bp, root, null ) 

25     Simulate(ruleset) 
26     if not (in the ruleset satisfying downward exclusion) then 

27       Simulate_till_end_of_TDB ( ruleset, ruleset_downward) 
28       foreach rule r in the ruleset 

29         if isProfitRule(r) then 

30           gen_and_store(r)  

31         end if 

32       end for 

33     end if 

34   end if  

35   parent.removeFirstChild(); 

36 End 

Fig. 7. The pseudo code of RecursiveBP 

 

1 RecursiveSP 

2 Parameter 

3   bp, p_sp : node of ATree 

4   pRuleSet: RuleSet 

5 Begin   

6   foreach child sp in p_SP 

7     ruleset = ruleGeneratorResults ( bp, sp , pRuleSet) 

8     Simulate(ruleset) 
9     if not (in the rulesets satisfying downward exclusion) then 
10       ruleset_downward = RecursiveSP( bp, sp, ruleset) 

11       Simulate_till_end_of_TDB (ruleset, ruleset_downward) 
12       foreach rule r in ruleset 

13         if isProfitRule(r) then 

14           gen_and_store(r) // generate profit rules with non-closed 
 pattern and store them in a container 

15         end if 

16       end for 

17     end if  

18   end for     

19   return ruleset // return ruleset and trading results 

20 End   

Fig. 8. The pseudo code of RescursiveSP 

 

Definition 6. For ordered TIDSets X = {x1, x2, ..., xj}, Y = {y1, y2, ..., yk} and Z = {z1, 

z2, ..., zi} where i>0, j>0 and k>0, we define Z as an antecedent set if zi = xi = yi where 1  

i  min[j, k]. We can also say that X is an antecedent of Y if j < k and Z  . If Z  , then 

both X and Y have no antecedent set. Let ANT(X, Y) be a function for getting the ante-

cedent TIDSet Z from two TIDSets X and Y. 

For example, if X = {1, 2, 5} and Y = {1, 2, 4, 5} the antecedent between X and Y is 

ANT(X, Y) = {1, 2}. Note that Definition 6 is different from the intersection in [25]. For 

example, the intersection between the above X and Y would be {1, 2, 5}, where ANT(X, Y) 

= {1, 2}. 
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Definition 7. Let IsANT(X, Y) be a function for checking if an ordered TIDSet X = {x1, 

x2, ..., xj} is an antecedent of another ordered TIDSet Y = {y1, y2, ..., yk} or not.  

For example, if X1 = {1, 2}, X2 = {1, 2, 5} and Y = {1, 2, 4, 5}. We say that X1 is an 

antecedent of Y while X2 is not an antecedent of Y. 

Definition 8. Let X and Y be two ITSets. We say that X is an antecedent of Y if t(X) is an 

antecedent of t(Y).  

Definition 9. Let X = x1(i1)x2(i2)…xm(im) {Tx1, Tx2,...,Txi} and Y = y1(i1)… yn(in) {Ty1, 

Ty2,...,Tyj} be two ITSets. We say that Z = X - Y is a differential set of X and Y. Z is 

formed as x1(i1)x2(i2)…xm(im) {Tz1, Tz2,...,Tzk} where Tzi  t(X) and Tzi  t(Y).  

We take X = b(0){2, 4, 8} and Y = a(0)b(0){2} for example, where x1(i1) is b(0) and 

y1(i1) and y2(i2) are a(0) and b(0), respectively. The differential set Z between X and Y in 

this example becomes b(0){2,4,8} - a(0)b(0){2} = b(0){4,8}.  

Definition 10. Let TC be a set of trading commands consisting of Buy and Sell. Let TU 

be a trading unit with the format of {tc, tid} where tc  TC and tid  TID. Let TUL be a 

list of trading unit with the format of {tu1, tu2,..., tum} where tui  TU and m>0. We say 

that a trading rule has a list of trading units TUL. 

Definition 11. Let TR be a trading result with {profit, risk, winrate}. Let TRL be a list of 

trading results with {tr1, tr2, ..., trm, trm+1 } where tri  TR. 

Definition 12. Let Merge( X, Y ) be a fuction for getting the ITSet Z from ITSets X = 

x1(i1)x2(i2)…xj(ij){T1, T2,…,Tj} and Y = y1(i1)y2(i2)…yk(ik){T1, T2,…,Tk} where j > 0 and 

k > 0. There exists Z = x1(i1)x2(i2)…xj(ij) {t(X)t(Y)}.  

For example, we have two ITSets X = b(0){4,8} and Y = a(0)b(0){2} in an ATree 

where Y is parent node of X. To get the complete set of transactions for b(0) we can apply 

the Merge function to find Merge(X, Y) = b(0){2,4,8}. 

In addition, two trading simulation functions Simulate(ruleset) and Simu-

late_till_end_of_TDB(ruleset, ruleset_downward) are used to get the trading results from 

the first TID to the last TID in the ruleset and from the last TID in the ruleset to the end 

of transactional database respectively.For example, there is a TUL = {{Buy, 1}, {Sell, 2}, 

{Buy, 3}} and the TID at the end of TDB is 10. The Simulate function is used to get the 

trading results from {Buy, 1} to {Buy, 3}, and Simulate_till_end_of_TDB reuses ruletset 

to get the trading results from {Buy, 3} until the TID at the end of TDB (i.e., TID 10). 

According to the definition of trading risk [13], there is no need to do trading simu-

lations if tri.risk > maxRisk where 0  i  m. Therefore, we can use the strategy of 

"downward exclusion" to stop processing the descendants of a visited node in an ATree 

when the above condition occurs. For example, let maxRisk = 10 and trading fee = 1. We 

assume that there is a trading rule {SF, b(0), a(0)} where a(0) has TIDSet = {2, 6} and 

b(0) has TIDSet = {2, 4, 8}. The trading rule has TUL = {{Sell, 2}, {Buy, 4}, {Sell, 6}}. 

We use TU1 = {Sell, 2} to do the first trading simulation and get the TR1 = {0, 0, 0}. The 

second TU2 = {Buy, 4} and get the TR2 = {-12, 12, 0}. Although there is another TU3 = 

{Sell, 6} waiting for a trading simulation, the process can stop due to the risk in the sec-

ond value of TR2.risk is 12 that is greater than maxRisk. Therefore, this rule is not a profit 

rule because it satisfies "downward exclusion." 

Here we summarize the traversal process of the ATree after it is constructed. The 

traverse strategy is a depth first search (DFS), and two processes of RecursiveBP and 

RecursiveSP are used to visit ATree’s nodes as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. 

1.Use RecursiveBP to find a node containing non-empty pattern in the ATree to form a 
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buy-pattern BP. 

2.Use RecursiveSP to get a node in the ATree to form a sell-pattern SP.  

3.Use the BP and SP patterns to generate trading rules. We can take advantage of reusing 

trading results between two trading rules that have identical TUL between a parent 

node and its children when generating the set of rules.  

4.Perform trading simulations to find profit rules using the minProfit, maxRisk and min-

WinRate thresholds. We can apply the downward exclusion property to stop traversing 

the ATree. 

5.Repeat the above steps 2-4 to process the next node in the ATree until RecursiveSP 

completes the last ATree node. 

6.Repeat the above steps 1-5 to process the next node in the ATree until RecursiveBP 

reaches the end of the ATree. RecursiveBP skips a node if it contains an empty pattern. 

4. MINING EXAMPLES 

In our examples, we use Table 1 as the target transactional DB and set the mining 

parameters as follows: maxSpan = 2, fee = 1, minProfit = 30, maxRisk = 40 and min-

WinRate = 30%. The values of fee, minProfit and maxRisk can be in any monetary unit. 

According to the definition, the value of minSup is set to 1 because minWinRate > 0. At 

the beginning, the TDB is scanned once for acquiring the frequent 1-ITSets and storing 

them to oneItemList as shown in Fig. 9. 

 

 
Fig. 9. The ITSets in oneItemList 

 

4.1 Closed Patterns Mining Phase 

The first phase in JCMiner finds closed patterns using the CPG. From Section 3.2, all 

the elements in the oneItemList are added into the PGTree as children of the root node 

and the SCList in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 respectively. Then the joining process proceeds as 

follows:  

Step 1: The node a(0){2,6} in the PGTree joins with nodes b(0){2,4,8} and c(0){5,9}, 

then the pattern a(0)b(0) is formed and added into the tree as a child node of a(0). The 

pattern a(0)c(0) is not formed. Since there is no common TID between the TIDSets of 

a(0) and c(0), a(0)c(0) is an infrequent pattern. The 1-ITSet a(0), b(0) and c(0) are shift-

ed by 1 to become a(-1), b(-1) and c(-1). After joining them with the pattern a(0), only 

one frequent pattern a(0)c(-1) is added as a child node of a(0). 

Step 1-1: After checking the subsumption of pattern a(0) in SCList (see Fig. 11), we find 

the pattern a(0) is a closed pattern and add a(0) into Lattice (see Fig. 12). The closed 

pattern a(0) is assigned a CID value of 1. CID is an ascending number starting from 1. 

The entry of {1, a(0)} is added into CPMap (see Fig. 13). 

Step 1-2: After the subsumption check for the pattern a(0)b(0) from SCList, we find it is 

a closed pattern and is added into Lattice as the child node of a(0). The pattern a(0)b(0) is 

assigned the CID value of 2 and the entries of {2, a(0)} and {2, b(0)} are added into 

CPMap. 
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Step 1-3: The node a(0)c(-1) is a closed pattern after the subsumption checking from 

SCList and the pattern is added into Lattice as a child node of node a(0). The CID value 

of pattern a(0)c(-1) is set to 3. The entries of {3, a(0)} and {3, c(-1)} are added into 

CPMap. 

Step 2: After joining the patterns a(0)b(0) and a(0)c(-1) in PGTree, we find the pattern 

a(0)b(0)c(-1) is an infrequent pattern. No further process is required. 

Step 3: We find the pattern b(0) is a closed pattern after the subsumption check from 

SCList. The pattern b(0) is added into Lattice as a child node of the root node. The node 

b(0) is also a parent node of node a(0)b(0) in Lattice. The CID value of the pattern b(0) is 

set to 4. The entry of {4, b(0)} is added into CPMap. 

Step 4: After joining the node b(0) with c(0), a(-1), b(-1) and c(-1), we find that no fre-

quent pattern is generated.  

 

  

Fig. 10. The PGTree of JCMiner Fig. 11. The SCList of JCMiner 

`  
 

Fig. 12. The Lattice of JCMiner Fig. 13. The CPMap of JCMiner 

 

Step 5: From the result of joining the pattern c(0) with a(-1), b(-1) and c(-1), there exists 

only one frequent pattern c(0)b(-1) which replaces the non-closed node c(0) in PGTree 

and remove node c(0) from SCList. 

Step 5-1: After the subsumption check from SCList, we find the pattern c(0)b(-1) is a 

closed pattern. The pattern c(0)b(-1) is added into SCList and Lattice. 

Step 5-2: The pattern c(0)b(-1) is assigned a new CID value of 5. The entries of {5, c(0)} 

and {5, b(-1)} is added into CPMap. 

At the end of the first phase, JCMiner produces five closed patterns {a(0)}, {b(0)}, 

{a(0),b(0)}, {a(0)c(-1)} and {c(0)b(-1)}. 
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4.2 Profit Rule Mining Phase in JCMiner 

Starting the second phase, JCMiner generates the trading rules by combining each 

closed pattern with every other closed pattern as in the ruleGenerator of [13]. A trading 

rule becomes a profit rule if it satisfies the thresholds minProfit, maxRisk and minWinRate. 

The BP and/or SP patterns in a trading rule can be used to derive non-closed patterns that 

replace BP and/or SP in the trading rule to form new profit rules since they all have the 

same trading results. For example, the trading rule {Both, c(0)b(-1), a(0)} includes two 

rules, {BF, c(0)b(-1), a(0)} and {SF, c(0)b(-1), a(0)} which have identical trading results 

with the original trading rule. The closed pattern c(0)b(-1) derives the non-closed pattern 

c(0) that can replace the trading rules {BF, c(0)b(-1), a(0)} and {SF, c(0)b(-1), a(0)} to 

become {BF, c(0), a(0)} and {SF, c(0), a(0)}. These two rules have identical trading re-

sults with {Both, c(0)b(-1), a(0)}. 

 

4.3 Profit Rule Mining Phase in ATMiner 

After five ITSets a(0){2,6}, a(0)b(0){2}, a(0)c(-1){6}, b(0){2,4,8} and 

c(0)b(-1){5,9} were mined in Section 4.1, we can construct the ATree in five steps as 

shown in Fig. 14 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e). 

 

 

  

(a) (b) (c) 

  

(d) (e) 

Fig. 14. Steps to Build the ATree with five closed patterns 

 
After the ATree is constructed, two pointers of buy and sell are used in RecursiveBP 

and RecursiveSP to traverse the ATree and form trading rules for generating profit rules. 

Here, we only show how the traverse strategy works as follows. 

Step 1. The buy pointer finds the first branch from the leftmost of the ATree in Fig. 14 (e) 

and selects the leaf node b(0){2,4,8} as BP. The TIDSet of b(0) in Fig. 14 (e) is {4,8} 
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which is joined with the TIDSet {2} of its parent node to become b(0){2,4,8}. Using the 

BP = b(0){2, 4, 8}, we show how to select SP patterns. 

Step 1-1. The sell pointer finds the node of a(0)b(0){2} as SP. Two ITSets b(0){2,4,8} 

and a(0)b(0){2} are formed as trading rules. We can apply downward exclusion to reduce 

the generation of trading rules. For example, if the branch of a(0)b(0){2} satisfies the 

threshold check of maxRisk, then there is no need to form trading rules for other SP pat-

terns from its child nodes b(0){4,8} and a(0){6}.  

Step 1-2. Next, the sell pointer finds b(0){2, 4,8} as SP and is formed with BP b(0){2, 4, 

8} as a trading rule. The trading results of Step 1-1 can be reused here because of the 

parent-child relation. 

Step 1-3. Similar to Step 1-2, the rest of ITSets a(0){2,6}, c(0)b(0){5,9} and a(0)c(-1){6} 

are used as SP patterns to form trading rules. 

Step 1-4. Remove the node b(0){4,8} from the ATree. 

Step 2. The buy pointer finds the next node a(0){2,6} as BP. Select all of the nodes in the 

ATree as SP patterns to form trading rules with the current BP. Finally, remove the node 

a(0){2,6}. 

Step 3. The third BP is a(0)b(0){2}. Select all of the nodes in the ATree as SP patterns to 

form trading rules with the current BP. Finally, remove the node a(0)b(0){2}. 

Step 4. The process of TraverseATree in Fig. 6 continues until the last node of the ATree 

is removed after rule generation. 

5. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

We performed several experiments to compare the performance among PRMiner, 

JCMiner, and ATMiner. All three algorithms were implemented in Java language where 

the version of Java Development Kit is JDK 1.6. The platform to run the experiments is 

Windows XP with the Intel Core-2 Duo CPU P9600 2.66GHZ and 4 GB RAM. The 

source datasets include the synthetic datasets from IBM data generator [26] and the re-

al-world dataset of Mushroom [27]. The parameters used to generate the datasets are 

shown in Table 2. To provide suitable price data, we developed a price generator to as-

sign a price value randomly to each transaction based on the format of TDB in Table 1 and 

the following guideline. Using a seed price of 1000, we set the maximal and minimal dif-

ferences of the price between two consecutive transactions to be 2% (i.e., 1020) and -2% 

(i.e., 980) respectively. To avoid getting a zero price or an unrealistic high price, we also 

have ceilings for the highest and lowest prices in the TDB. When the generated price dou-

bles the seed price (i.e., 2000), the range of the price variation is from 1% (i.e., 2020) to 

-3% (i.e., 1940). If the price is less than the half of the seed price (i.e., 500), the range of 

the price variation is from 3% (i.e., 515) to -1% (i.e., 495) between the two consecutive 

transactions.  

We performed five types of experiments to evaluate the performance of PRMiner, 

JCMiner, and ATMiner algorithms, including (1) using different user-given parameters 

(i.e., minProfit, maxRisk and minWinRate), (2) using different sizes of dataset, (3) using 

different values of maxSpan, (4) using different number of items in the dataset, and (5) 

discussing the memory usage in the experiments 
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Table 2. Parameters used for IBM dataset generator 

D The number of transactions 

T The average size of transactions 

I The average size of maximal potentially-frequent itemsets 

N The number of items  

 

Fig. 15. Performance comparison among three 

algorithm for various minimal Profits 

Fig. 16. Performance comparison for various 

maximal Risks  

 

Fig. 17. Performance comparison for various 

minimal Win Rate 

Fig. 18. Performance comparison for various 

number of transactions 

In the first set of experiments, we use the dataset of T3I2D20KN4 generated from 

IBM dataset generator. The results of comparisons are shown in Fig. 15, Fig. 16 and Fig. 

17 for various thresholds of minProfit, maxRisk, and minWinRate respectively. It is obvi-

ous that the performance of JCMiner and ATMiner is much better than that of PRMiner. 

The average run-time improvement of JCMiner over PRMiner is 73.78% while ATMiner 

is 81.09% better than PRMiner. We further compare the two proposed algorithms and 

find that ATMiner is 27.84% better than JCMiner in average. 

Five datasets containing the different number of transactions are used to perform the 

second set of experiments. These five datasets have 450K, 500K, 550K, 600K and 650K 

transactions respectively. Fig. 18 displays the result. The increase of running time grows 

much faster for PRMiner when the number of transactions increases from 450K to 650K.  

To show that the similar performance result can be obtained in real-world datasets, 

we use the Mushroom dataset from FIMI repository [27], which contains 119 items and 
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8,124 transactions. The price attribute is generated randomly. To make comparable ex-

periments, we only select transactions from 30 items and set the value of maxSpan to 1. 

Due to the space limitation, we just display the result of performance comparison between 

the three algorithms for various minimal profits in Fig. 19. 

 

 

Fig. 19. Performance comparison using real-world dataset for various minimal profits. 

We choose the dataset T3I2D20KN4 and vary the value of maxSpan from 2 to 4 as 

the third set of experiments, where the results are shown in Fig. 20. This figure indicates 

that the execution time increases exponentially when the maxSpan increases. The main 

reason of this phenomenon is that the proposed algorithms spend the most execution time 

on mining profit rules (Table 3) and the time complexity of mining profit rules is O(2
n
). 

This figure also shows that when maxSpan = 4, the difference between JCMiner and 

ATMiner is greater than other cases, where ATMiner outperforms JCMiner by 39.4%.  

 

 
Fig. 20. Performance comparison between JCMiner and ATMiner for various 

maxSpan 

 

In the fourth type of experiments, we use three datasets that have 3, 4 and 5 different 

items respectively. Fig. 21 shows the results among the three algorithms. It is clear that 

JCMiner and ATMiner perform much better than PRMiner does for the number of items 

being greater than 4. With respect to the number of items increasing from 4 to 5, the 

growth rate of running time for PRMiner increases almost 11 times (64 seconds vs. 749 

seconds). When the number of items is 5, the performance of JCMiner is about 8 times 

(92.5 seconds vs. 749seconds) better than that of PRMiner. While the run-time perfor-
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mance of JCMiner and ATMiner is stable as the number of items increases, ATMiner 

outperforms JCMiner 15% in average as shown in Fig. 22 when the number of items is 

increased from 10 to 14.  

 

Fig. 21. Performance comparison among three 

algorithms for various number of items 

Fig. 22. Performance comparison between 

JCMiner and ATMiner for various number of 

items  

Table 3. Comparison of running time (seconds) for various maxSpan values 

 
 

In the fifth type of experiments, we performed three sets of experiments to present 

the maximal memory usage while running the three algorithms. For the first set of memory 

usage experiments (Fig. 23), we use identical dataset with various minimal profits and find 

that the memory usages of the three algorithms are almost the same. This means that the 

performance of JCMiner and ATMiner is better than that of PRMiner, as JCMiner and 

ATMiner can find answers faster than PRMiner with the same memory usage. In the sec-

ond set of memory usage experiments (Fig. 24), we vary the number of transactions from 

450k to 650k. The results show that the memory usage of JCMiner and ATMiner is much 

better than that of PRMiner. However, JCMiner is better than ATMiner since additional 

space is required for ATree. In the third set of memory usage experiments (Fig. 25), we 

vary the number of items from 2 to 5. This figure shows that when the number of items is 

smaller than four, JCMiner and ATMiner will outperform PRMiner. When the number of 

items is equal to or greater than 4, all three algorithms have similar performance. However, 

even in these cases, using JCMiner and ATMiner is still a better choice than using 

PRMiner since JCMiner and ATMiner can find answers faster than PRMiner with the 

same memory usage. 
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Fig. 23. memory usage for various minimal 

Profits 

Fig. 24. Memory usage comparison for various 

number of transactions 

  

 
Fig. 25. Memory usage for various numbers of items 

 

Table 4. Comparison of running time in the second phase of JCMiner and ATMiner 

No. 
The tasks performed in the second 

phase 

Average run-time (msec) Improvement 

JCMiner ATMiner 

1 Trading rule generation 9188 6553 28.67% 

2 Trading simulation 10166 8073 20.59% 

3 Trading result evaluation to find 

profit rules 

80 78 3.06% 

 Total 19434 14704 24.34% 

 

To further analyze the advantage of ATMiner over JCMiner, we focus on tabulating 

the run-time of the second phase for the two algorithms as shown in Table 4. The result is 

the average of all the above three types of experiments, in which the improvement of 

ATMiner over JCMiner is 24.34%. Among the three tasks in the second phase of the al-

gorithms, the improvement of trading rule generation is significant and trading simulation 

has done as well as was expected. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, we present a new approach to find closed itemsets for financial data 

mining that can generate profit rules from transactional databases in complex dynamical 

systems of financial markets. The generated profit rules can be used to help users deter-

mine when to buy or sell a stock with respect to their expected Profit, Risk and WinRate. 

To generate the profit rules, we propose two algorithms, JCMiner and ATMiner, which 

are different from the existing PRMiner algorithm in which the whole search space must 

be processed. Instead, JCMiner focuses only on the closed patterns and generates profit 

rules that satisfy the thresholds of minProfit, maxRisk and minWinRrate. As a result, the 

average run-time improvement of JCMiner over PRMiner is 73.78%. 

To further improve performance, ATMiner employs an efficient data structure of the 

antecedent tree and traversal approaches to reduce the work space. Accomplished with 

the reuse of parent node’s TIDSet and the use of downward exclusion strategy, ATMiner 

performs 27.84% better than JCMiner in the total run-time. Overall, the average run-time 

improvement of ATMiner over PRMiner is 81.09%. Our experiments cover five scenarios 

in which different values of mining parameters are used, including the thresholds of min-

Profit, maxRisk and minWinRrate, the number of items in a transaction, and the number of 

transactions in a database. Especially, our proposed algorithms perform better when the 

size of the database increases and the number of items becomes larger.  

In the future, we plan to use more real world datasets to verify our approach and 

make improvements on more search space reduction with respect to other thresholds. It is 

also worth studying distributed and parallel algorithms of mining profit rules in the cloud 

environment. 
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